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Field hockey facing unsatisfactory field changes
By Merrill Read
Staff Writer

Athletics on Colby’s campus is a
large part of student life whether
students are on a sports team or
not. The level of play at which
Colby holds its athletics is consistently growing with the addition
of new highly qualified coaches in multiple sports (women’s
field hockey, women’s basketball,
women’s hockey, and men’s lacrosse just to name a few) while
also promising a new athletic center and fields to further Colby’s
competitiveness in the NESCAC.
However, the building of the new
athletic facilities will have a paradoxical effect on women’s field
hockey. Colby Athletics is to remove the new 2-year-old AstroTurf for construction of the new
athletic center, demoting CFH
(Colby field hockey) to playing
on fieldturf. The Morning Sentinel
reported the construction of three
new fields on 19 acres behind the
current athletic center including
a grass field for soccer, a practice
field for intramural and soccer,
and an artificial turf for men’s
lacrosse, women’s lacrosse, and
women’s field hockey. This will set
back the field hockey program’s
performance and recruiting significantly and without question.
AstroTurf fields have long been
regarded as the unequivocal standard for field hockey performance
and are a favorite among coaches
and athletes alike for their playability, durability and low main-

tenance. AstroTurf is recognized
as the Official Artificial Surface
Provider of both USA Field Hockey and the National Field Hockey
Coaches Association. A recent
NFHCA survey showed that 71%
of Division I schools play hockey
on an AstroTurf field. The past
summer 2016 olympics in Rio,
where the US field hockey team
advanced to the quarterfinals, all
the games were played on AstroTurf. When surveyed, the field
hockey team unanimously agree
(24:0) that astroturf is their prefered surface indefinitely because,
according to Kat Restrepo ’18, it
“speeds up the level of play allowing the game to become about
skill, finesse, and fitness rather
than muscling the ball around,
bobbeling balls, and luck.”
In an email to The Echo, Colby The rendering of the new Field Turf to be installed for Colby Field Hockey’s use
Director of Communications,
Kate Carlisle, stated: “It was im- lege, Wesleyan, and Amherst. er, and former Yarmouth high
portant for the college to have a In a 2014 press release, former school head field hockey coach,
field usable by multiple sports, Colby Field Hockey coach, Tina described her take on the Astroas well as accessible by athletes Cormier, stated: “We’re excited Turf vs field turf debate: “From
in the larger community, and so with the direction our program my point of view Colby is takwe chose the ‘infill turf ’ for this is headed in...A part of keeping ing away a huge ‘home field
surface.” According to Carlisle, that momentum going is the turf advantage’ for the field hockey
the College plans to utilize a upgrade at Bill Alfond Field. As- team.” She continued as a fan,
surface provided by Shaw Sports troTurf is widely recognized as “AstroTurf makes the flow of
Turf. Shaw Sports Turf is a well the gold standard for our sport, the game faster, not to mention
known turf provider who has and we couldn’t have asked for a that many of the top teams in
outfitted infill (field) turf fields better surface to play on.”
the NESCAC have this playing
for both NFL teams and DI colMiddlebury, Bowdoin, Bates, surface. In order for Colby to
leges across the US.
Trinity, Hamilton, and Tufts all break into that top level of play
The College looked to other utilize AstroTurf for field hockey. it would be a disadvantage to
NESCAC schools when makJulie Hutchinson, mother change the surface.” Hutchining the decision. However, only of field hockey player Kallie son also revealed, as a parent
four other NESCAC schools uti- Hutchinson ’19 (current lead who has been through the relize field turf for field hockey: scorer), former University of cruiting process herself and
Williams, Connecticut Col- Maine-Orono field hockey play- for her daughter, that she be-

Courtesy of Colby College

lieves field hockey recruitment
numbers would definitely decrease when comparing Colby
to other DIII or DII schools
or even with Bowdoin and
Bates. She stated, “it will lower
Colby on the choice list for a
graduating senior”.
Regardless of the pros and
cons of field turf, the Bill Alfond Field brings the community together and grows the sport
in the Maine area. Hutchinson brought up how local high

See FIELD HOCKEY, Page 2

Prestigious Lovejoy Award to be presented to New York Times’ Alissa Rubin
By Louis DeVesto

Contributing Writer
Alissa Rubin, Pulitzer Prizewinning Paris bureau chief for the
New York Times, will receive Colby
College’s Elijah Parish Lovejoy
Award for courageous journalism
at 7:30 p.m. Monday, October 24, in
Lorimer Chapel.
The award was established in 1952
to honor Colby alumnus Elijah Parish Lovejoy (valedictorian, Class of
1826), America’s first martyr to freedom of the press. Following three
incidences of anti-abolitionists destroying his printing press over his
editorials criticizing slavery, Lovejoy
was shot and killed by a pro-slavery
mob in 1837 in his Illinois warehouse where he printed his abolitionist message.
The mission of the award is not
only to honor and preserve Lovejoy’s memory and his unwillingness to forsake his editorial principles, but moreover to stimulate
and honor the kind of achievement
in the field of reporting, editing,
and news writing so displayed in
Lovejoy’s fearlessness. Lastly, the
awark seeks to promote a sense of
mutual responsibility and cooperative effort between a news industry
devoted to journalistic freedom
and a liberal arts college dedicated
to academic freedom.

The selection committee chooses its recipient based on integrity,
craftsmanship, character, intelligence, and courage. According to a
college press release, Rubin was chosen in honor of her “intrepid reporting — often at great personal peril
— in hotspots around the globe…
work [that] was interrupted briefly
in 2014, when [she] was severely injured in a helicopter accident while
reporting in Iraq on the takeover of
Northern Iraq by the Islamic State.”
Rubin graduated Phi Beta Kappa
from Brown University in 1980 with
an honors degree in Renaissance

Studies and a minor in Classics. She
later went on to receive her M.A.
in Modern European History from
Columbia University in 1986. Publications she has been involved with
include The American Lawyer, The
Wichita Eagle-Beacon, Congressional Quarterly, The New Republic,
The Washington Post, and the L.A.
Times, in addition to her current position with the New York Times. She
joined the New York Times in 2007
as a correspondent in Baghdad, later
becoming the bureau chief there.
In 2009, she moved to Afghanistan,
where her stint as a correspondent
only lasted a couple of months as
she became bureau chief shortly after her arrival. Rubin served in that
role for nearly four years. In 2013,
she took the bureau chief position
in Paris, though she would remain
involved in projects in Afghanistan.
In August 2014, she was seriously
injured when the helicopter she was
aboard crashed in Kurdistan. The
helicopter was carrying aid from the
Kurdistan Regional Government to
stranded Yazidi Kurds in the Sinjar
Mountains of Northern Iraq. While
Rubin suffered a fractured skull and
broken bones, and multiple other
passengers also suffered injuries,
the only fatality of the crash was
the pilot, Iraqi Major General Majid Ahmed Saadi. The cause of the
crash was never determined, though
there was speculation that the pilot

accidentally lost control after the helicopter hit a boulder during takeoff.
From her hospital bed in Istanbul,
Rubin dictated an article recounting
the events leading up to the crash in
which she remembered Saadi. Despite the strained relations between
the Iraqis and Yazidis, the Major
General took time from his charge
of training the Iraqi Air Force to
help bring aid to the stranded Yazidi
Kurds, and he ended up paying the
ultimate price.
Rubin already has multiple
journalism awards to her name.
She won the Alicia Patterson
Journalism Fellowship in 1992
after writing about how the reality of abortion differed from the
politics surrounding the issue in
the 1990s. She received the John
Chancellor Award from the Columbia Journalism School for her
cumulative work over 35 years,
which included covering the war
in Iraq and reporting from the
Balkans, Pakistan and Afghanistan. In 2016, she received the Michael Kelly award, which honors
the fearless pursuit and expression of truth. In addition, Rubin is
the 2016 Pulitzer Prize Winner in
International Reporting for “thoroughly reported and movingly
written accounts giving voice to
Afghan women who were forced
to endure unspeakable cruelties.”
Rubin will deliver the 2016

Lovejoy Convocation address,
and she will also receive an honorary doctoral degree from the
college. The ceremony is open
to the public. Also taking place
on October 24th in conjunction
with the Lovejoy convocation is
“Capturing War: Images of Conflict, Upheaval, and Revolution.”
The event is sponsored by Colby’s
Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs and Civic Engagement as
well as the Center for the Arts and
Humanities and features Andrea
Bruce, Nina Berman and Carol
Guzy, three award-winning war
photographers. “Capturing War”
will take place in the Diamond
Building Atrium from 4-5:30 PM.
The photographers will display
and discuss their most compelling
work, echoing many of the themes
in Rubin’s work as a journalist.
Colby President David A.
Greene is an ex-officio member of the selection committee.
“Alissa Rubin illuminates the lives
of real human beings behind the
headlines, from the residents of
women’s shelters in Afghanistan,
to the workers at an Iraqi morgue.
Honoring her work through the
Lovejoy Award offers our students and broader community
an opportunity to learn through
her remarkable experiences,” said
Greene in a statement posted on
Colby’s website.
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Field hockey turf changes New women’s ice hockey coach hired from Dartmouth
FIELD HOCKEY, From Page 1
schools will often come and use
the turf, inspiring them to grow
the game. It not only brings
younger players to Colby, but
gives them a pristine surface to
develope their skills on.
In a letter from Steve Horgan, the
USA Field Hockey Director of Umpiring, he responded to Colby’s plan
to replace its water based field with
pellet based field turf with an outline
of concerns. First, Horgan revealed,
“The water based turf allows for two
major aspects of the game to be executed properly and safely. One is
the slide tackle which has become
more prevalent in today’s game. The
second is the sweeping hit, which by
today’s standards is essential to playing good fast hockey. The players
stick can glide on top of the carpet
cleanly and efficiently which cannot happen on a field turf due to
the the rubber pellets impeding the
stick from smoothly moving across
the top of the turf.” He continued by
noting that field turf becomes matted down over time which will not
allow the ball to travel it’s true path
while also causing players to struggle
when hitting, pushing, or stopping as
the ball would bounce. He captured
his concern when he stated, “(these
effects) diminishes the ability for the
student athlete who works so hard to
perfect their skill to present them at
their best in competition.”
Lastly, Horgan responded to the
question, ‘Why water based turf ’ to
which he responded “Safety. The wa-

ter allows for the almost elimination
of turf burn but it has also helped to
prevent knee injuries while playing
on almost a perfect surface. It is my
understanding that as a player goes
to move around the field at a high
speed and different angles, if a cut is
made and the player does not have
their bodied centered she is more
likely to slip and fall to the turf and
not have her knee “blow out”. On a
dry turf where the shoes are more
likely to ‘stick’ into the turf, the only
thing that can give is the human
body, thus possible injury.”
Knee injury and turf burn aren’t
the only effects that fieldturf can
have on its players. Crumb-rubber is the material the beads that
cover the field between blades of
plastic grass are made of. ESPN
noted the pellets are a product of
recycled car tires that have been
scrapped and shredded. These
scrapped pieces are converted to
pellets for turf fields or even used
for playground surfaces due to the
bounce of the rubbery exterior. It
is estimated that between 20,000
to 30,000 tires are ground up per
field and there are over 12,000
synthetic crumb-rubber fields in
the US. In 2015, Brown studied
the crumb rubber to determine
the composition and found in 14
test samples, 12 known carcinogens along with 96 other chemicals that have not been yet tested
by the government.
The field hockey team’s concerns are not limited and students will have to wait and see
how athletics will rethink the
turf choices with these arguments in mind.

BY BROOKE GARY
Staff Writer

Holley Tyng, the former associate head coach of Dartmouth Women’s ice hockey
hired as new head coach
Holley Tyng, the former Associate Head Coach of the Dartmouth
Women’s Ice Hockey program, was
hired last week as the interim head
coach of the Colby Women’s Ice
Hockey team. With only 3 weeks
until the Mules begin their season,
Tyng certainly has a lot to do to
prepare for Colby’s season opener
against Bowdoin on November 19.
However, she explained to The Echo
that this fast transition to the position as Head Coach at Colby is “not
hard, but rather exciting,” and she
is thrilled to begin coaching the
Mules. Along with a sense of excitement and contagious optimism,
Tyng brings extensive coaching experience with her to Colby. Prior to
arriving at Colby, Tyng first served
as the head coach of the girls’ ice
hockey team at Tabor Academy, a
boarding school in Marion, MA
2002–2005. She went on to serve as
the Assistant Coach at Dartmouth
College for six years, was then promoted to the position of Associate
Head Coach of the Big Green for
five years. In this time, Tyng led Tabor to a 23-10-5 record in two years,
and helped Dartmouth appear in
four NCAA Tournaments, achieve
two ECAC Hockey Tournament

Courtesy of Dartmouth College
Holley Tyng watches from the sidlines of a Dartmouth women’s ice hockey game

titles, an Ivy League Championship,
and an ECAC Hockey regular season title. Tyng explained that she
truly loves coaching — both because of her love for ice hockey and
competition, as well as her interest
in helping develop the players’ skills.
In addition to her depth of experience as a coach, Tyng also brings
enormous experience as a player.
Tyng played prep school hockey at
Tabor Academy, and went on to play
at Providence College, where she
was captain and a three-time ECAC
All-Academic Team selection.
One of Tyng’s main goals this season is to foster team chemistry and
lead the Mules to a great season.
Tyng explained to The Echo that she
intends to continue to grow the culture of the Women’s Ice Hockey program and instill strong values that
will lead to success. She emphasized

her excitement about Colby hockey
and hopes to reflect this attitude in
both the players and fans at Colby.
Although Tyng just recently arrived in Waterville, Colby is not
completely new to her, as both
Tyng’s older sister and her brotherin-law attended Colby College. She
expressed that she already loves
Colby and Maine, and can’t wait to
begin coaching the team. Although
this was a very sudden change for
Colby Women’s Ice Hockey, the
players are very excited to step on
the ice with her come November
1. One player on the team told The
Echo that “the team is super excited
and believes Holley has the passion
and experience needed to bring the
team to a new level.” Obviously,
both the Mules and Coach Tyng are
excited and looking forward to the
upcoming hockey season.

Seeing stars: Astronomy Department gifted telescope
BY JONATHAN STEMPEL
Asst. News Editor

Last Friday, Colby College became
home to the largest operational viewing
telescope in New England. The Young
Observatory, a regional record-breaking
.7 meter telescope, is four times more
powerful than its predecessor the Collins
Observatory. The Young Observatory,
made possible by a gift from the Young
family, will provide Colby students with
pioneering research opportunities that
were previously unattainable.
Dale Kocevski, Assistant Professor of
Physics and Astronomy, explained the
observatory’s specifications in detail. “[It]
has roughly four times the collecting area
as the Collins 14 inch telescope, which
means we can now study objects that are
four times as faint as we could before.” Before the telescope was installed, “studying
more distant objects, such as galaxies outside the Milky Way, [was] a challenge” said
Kocevski. One particular area of research
the college will now be able to conduct is
research related to black holes. With the

new telescope, students can use a technique called “reverberation mapping” to
measure the masses of black holes at the
center of galaxies. “[This] can only really
be done using a telescope as large as the
Young telescope, ” explained Kocevski.
The completion of the Young Observatory ended a multi-step process to revamp
the College’s astrometric viewing facilities.
Given the light pollution generated by
Waterville, the Collins Observatory was
moved from its original location near the
Coomb baseball field to its new location
at the top of Runnals Hill. Runnals Hill
provided the space that was necessary to
house the new telescope and a fully-networked astronomy computer lab.
Kocevski believes that the new facilities will go a long way to meet the increase in student demand for Astronomy
classes. He commented in an interview
with The Echo that “Astronomy at Colby
has seen a rapid expansion in the recent
past. This is largely due to the enthusiasm
students have shown for the topic. Astronomy courses are routinely over-enrolled by factors of two to three.” To meet

demand, “the Physics and Astronomy
Department added a second astronomer
two years ago” said Kocevski, allowing
the department to offer classes such as
Astrobiology and Extragalactic Astronomy, classes that have never been offered
before at the college.
Kocevski encourages students of all
academic backgrounds to take advantage
of the telescope. “Students interested in
using the telescope themselves should
definitely considering taking one of the
two introductory astronomy courses we
offer, AS151 and AS172,” said Kocevski.
He added that advanced astronomy students “will be able to use the telescope independently to carry out research projects
of their own design”.
Given the telescope’s impressive specifications, neighboring institutions have
expressed their enthusiasm in using and
supporting the telescope. According to
Kocevski, “Astronomers at Bates College have already expressed interest in
potentially adding a spectrograph to the
telescope in exchange for access to the
observatory. This new instrument would

increase the capabilities of the telescope
and allow us to carry out a range of science projects that we currently cannot.”
In addition, Kocevski views the telescope
“as a means to build a bridge between

Colby and the greater Waterville community”. To achieve this goal, The Physics and Astronomy Department plans to
host educational events that will be open
to the public.

Courtesy of Natalie Sill
The recently dedicated Young Observatory, is the largest operational viewing telescope in
New England.
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Colby plans boutique hotel on revered downtown site
By Will Walkey

toric building were considered as
options, Clark called a restoration process on the building “cost
The College is starting to put prohibitive” to Colby’s overall vitogether its planned vision of sion of revitalization. The builda revitalized downtown Wa- ing, like the others that have been
terville. Numerous buildings torn down by the College in the
on Main Street, including the revitilization process, faces severe
former Elks Building at 13-15 environmental challenges and
Appleton Street, have already structural issues. Oddly enough,
been razed and will serve as Levine’s was actually a combinaparking for future Colby needs. tion of five separate structures
Meanwhile, the northeast cor- and was even a flea market at one
ner of The Concourse, will be point, which is why there are so
the location of a new downtown many unique nooks and crannies
student dormitory. The College in the landmark. To an urban dehas recently announced that the veloper, this makes renovation
former Levine’s clothing store, projects inconceivable.
located on 9 Main Street, will be
Although the building will
razed, and Colby plans to devel- soon be demolished, Colby plans
op a boutique hotel and restau- on maintaining the site’s cultural
rant in its place.
heritage due to its importance to
Levine’s has been a part of Wa- many Waterville residents. In an
terville’s downtown since 1904, interview with the Sentinel, Caryet it will soon be reduced to lisle stated “We’re very mindful
rubble. Colby College Director of the importance of 9 Main St.
of Communications Kate Carl- and its history to generations of
isle stated in an interview with Waterville residents, and we’re
The Morning Sentinel , that de- considering how to honor that
molition is expected to take just heritage in the site’s redevelopthree to four weeks. Although ment.” Clark, in his interview
many locals are sad to see the with the Echo , specifically noted
historic structure go, Carlisle that the hotel will “pay homage
calls the demolition “a great sign to the history of that site through
of momentum and progress.”
architecture in uniqueness.” He
The project is still in the de- also mentioned that the College
velopment phase and without has saved a number of artifacts
an architect, but, according from the building, in case they
to Vice President of Planning become useful to the new hotel.
Brian Clark, the
Clark noted that
College has alColby is searchways envisioned a
ing for the right
hotel there since
balance between a
the conception of
vibrant, new, and
revitalization. In
exciting Waterville
an interview with
and the preservaThe Colby Echo,
tion of a rich and
Clark
claimed
proud history.
they are currently
In addition, the
in the process of
College has used
“crossing the t’s
their demolition
and dotting the
Brian Clark project as an opi’s” on the projto give
Vice President of Planning portunity
ect and are nearly
back to the comready to move on
munity.
They’ve
to searching for an
donated numerous
architect and developer.
items, including 40 doors, two
Older Waterville citizens will grates, four medicine cabinets,
remember Levine’s as a land- four light fixtures, and a chair,
mark building and staple men’s among other things, to the Habclothing store. They will also itat for Humanity Re-Store on
remember the days when there Silver Street.
were three hotels and two movie
While Colby is doing its part in
theatres downtown. It was a time the revitalization downtown, its
when businesses were booming, ultimate goal is to attract private
factories were producing, and investors for future retail busicitizens were prospering. Now, nesses. Clark noted that this prothe old Levine’s building, like cess has already begun, with the
many structures in Waterville, emergence of new food retailers
has been “vacant and blighted such as The Proper Pig and Chrisfor decades,” according to Clark. topher Hastings Confections. He
While renovations to the his- wants Colby’s “catalyzing” reviLocal News Editor

“We know
how to build
beautiful
buildings.”

Nathaniel Rees I The Colby Echo
Waterville is undergoing immense transformation. The Levine’s building, along with the old Elk’s Building, has now been razed by Colby.

talization project to “fundamentally change the ecosystem” in
Waterville with a fresh and new
downtown that specifically promotes art and development. The
boutique hotel will, according to
Clark in his interview with the
Sentinel, bring “a critical influx
of visitors to Main Street to dine,
shop and attend events.”
Yet several critics have continued to criticize Colby’s actions. Plenty of Waterville citizens are nervous that efforts will
fail or that the area will change
too much. One commenter on
an online discussion forum
sarcastically commented that
they should rename downtown
“Colbyville,” and they are not
the only one with this mentality. Clark mentioned to the Echo
that some “people don’t like
change,” and maintained his position that the College is revitalizing a lost community that was
once vibrant and full of life.
He also stated that Colby’s
vision is a collaborative effort
with a large number of influential institutions in Waterville,
including Thomas College, and
the actual governmental body of
the city. He called it a “shared
vision for the future.” In addition, he noted Colby’s gorgeous
campus, and said “we know how
to build beautiful buildings” in
references to the College’s construction efforts downtown. To
him, what stands on Mayflower
Hill is evidence that Main Street
will be aesthetically pleasing.
But Clark’s future might be a
return to the past. He noted Col-

by’s past relationship with Waterville, and how the connection
between the College and the city
has diminished overtime. According to him, citizens were actually nervous and sad when the
College left downtown for Mayflower Hill so many decades ago.
Ironically, citizens are now nervous for students to come back.
The College was nervous
as well when they left, as the
downtown was once such an
important part of Colby culture. At the time of movement,
they envisioned a kind of majestic boulevard stretching between Main Street and Mayflower Hill, something students
cannot even imagine today. In
fact, if you drive down the road
once envisioned to be a boulevard or loop (Mayflower Hill
Drive and Gilman Street), you
“are greeted with a do not enter
sign,” according to Clark. Now,
students rarely visit downtown,
and many even have a negative
view of the city their College
calls home. Clark hopes this will
change with increasing ColbyWaterville relations.
These relations will have to
improve, as there will be a large
mass of students living downtown for the first time in a long
while, in a student dormitory
that will undoubtedly change
the culture on and off campus.
Clark envisions the students living downtown being involved
in a program specifically for
“civic engagement and community partnership.” He also
sees students making the trip

to downtown more often with
increasing shuttle service, perhaps with the use of mobile app
technology. Although there are
some geographical humps to get
over, Clark has a long-term goal
of Colby students seeing downtown as an extension of campus.
Clark came to Colby in 2014
from the University of Chicago
along with President Greene.
He is originally from Maine and
oversees a number of strategic
initiatives for the College, including the exciting downtown
revitalization project.
When a Waterville resident
sees abandoned factories and
buildings, Clark sees a gorgeous
river, a regional center, and economic opportunity. He sees a
complete block of useful buildings all the way down Main Street
from Mainely Brews Restaurant
and Brewhouse to the river. He
also wants visitors and residents
to feel safer. To him, “all the ingredients are there” for a bustling
and revitalized downtown.
Colby’s announcement to
demolish the former Levine’s
building and turn it into a 42room hotel is another ingredient for a revitalized downtown.
The College is critical in efforts
to find people to invest in Waterville, and it is showing its
immense interest in the city by
investing valuable money and
energy. It’s an exciting time for
a city hoping to someday be a
forward and modern center for
arts and business while paying
homage to its once vibrant and
industrial past.

Celebration of Central Maine to take place downtown
By Alison Levitt
Copy Editor

One of Waterville’s most anticipated and well-attended
events is rapidly approaching.
Harvest on the Square is a celebration of Central Maine’s vibrant community. Located in
Castonguay Square across from
City Hall, Waterville’s vendors
and community members will
come together for a night of
food, entertainment, education,
and celebration on October 18
from 4:30 to 8:00 P.M.
Among the vendors who will
be participating in Harvest on
the Square is Waterville’s newest
restaurant, The Proper Pig. Beginning at 6:00 P.M., the business
will be showcasing its new menu
and giving out some of its famous
appetizers such as pork buns and
parmesan fries. Unique varieties
of whiskey and beer will also be
served. After the appetizers, other

Waterville restaurants, including
Mainely Brews, The Last Unicorn,
18 Below, and The Silver Street
Tavern, will be open for fairgoers
to enjoy the delicious food Main
Street has to offer.
Aside from tasty food and
drinks, Harvest on the Square has
organized several guest speakers to discuss current and future
Waterville affairs at the event.
These include David A. Greene,
President of Colby College, Shannon Haines, CEO of Waterville
Creates!, Greg Powell, Chairman
of the Harold Alfond Foundation,
and former U.S. Senator and Waterville native George J Mitchell.
In a presentation titled The Future of Waterville, the speakers will
discuss plans for the revitalization
of the city along with their individual goals for community restoration.
Harvest on the Square attendees will welcome remarks from
Senator Mitchell with open arms.
He entered the political world in

1979 as a US District Court Judge,
then became the Senate Majority
Leader in 1989 until 1995. He was
elected senator in 1980. He retired from politics after serving as
the US Special Envoy for Middle
Eastern Peace from 2009-2011.
Mitchell is originally from the
Waterville area, and he and his
family have been supporters of
Harvest on the Square for years.
Waterville’s performance and
studio artists will also be showcased at Harvest on the Square.
Common Street Arts, which is located in the Masonic Building on
Main Street, is home to a small theater, art gallery, and photography
studio which all work in conjunction with the local arts organization, Waterville Creates!. According to The Morning Sentinel, Greg
Powell of the Alfond Foundation
has “always been supportive of the
arts and the performing arts to the
great benefit of Waterville and the
surrounding area.”

Attendees of the festival will
“take in three floors of local art
on display and meet the artists,”
according to the event’s website.
David Twiss, a prominent local
talent born in 1984, will be one
of many artists showcasing his
newest exhibit. The Bangor Daily
News called Twiss’ newest exhibition “hauntingly beautiful.” Twiss
is currently majoring in printmaking at the Maine College of
Art. Some of the visual art on display will be for sale.
Another talented performer

Waterville’s performance and
studio arts will
be showcased

who will be in attendance on
Tuesday is local musician, Lindsay Mower. According to Mower’s
Facebook page, her music can be
described as “a fusion of jazzy,
folksy and bluesy tunes that capture the beautiful wilderness
of rural Maine, the intensity of
young love and her life growing
up as a farmer’s daughter.”
From 4:30 to 6:00 P.M. there
will be art exhibitions, appetizers, and live music celebrating
the culture of Central Maine
and Waterville itself. Then, from
6:00 to 6:30 P.M., the keynote
speakers will give the highlyanticipated “The Future of Waterville” presentation.
Following the presentation, the
restaurants will be open for business and attendees are encouraged to eat, drink, and enjoy the
night. More information about
the event can be found at www.
harvestonthesquare.com or on
their Facebook page.
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Khalid Ablaih talks about life as a political cartoonist
scribed as “self-imposed exile.” Qatar was a destination for
Features Editor
people in similar situations to
that of Albaih and his family. He
“Every time I post something, went from a country immersed
I don’t know what’s going to in political discussion to one
happen.” Those were the words which contained very little. “I
of political cartoonist Khalid went to class with about 22 othAlbaih, Colby’s 2016 Oak fellow. er nationalities from the Arab
The position was originally es- world, and most of the people
tablished in 1998, when, the Oak were there because their parents
Institute for the Study of Inter- didn’t have a living in their own
national Human Rights created country and mainly because of
an annual fellowship. According their politics. So everyone was
to the institute’s
there because they
mission
statewanted to avoid
ment, the fellowpolitics, and that
ship
“provides
was the number one
the opportunity
rule in the country:
for a front-line
if you want to stay
human
rights
here, you need to
activist operatstop talking about
ing in difficult
politics. It’s a monor
dangerous
archy. That’s what it
circumstances to
is and nobody’s gocome to Colby
ing to say anything,”
College every fall
Albaih said.
for respite and
For
Albaih,
reflection.” Althis lack of politibaih was selected
cal discussion made
this fall for his
his discovery of
online involvepolitical
cartoons
ment in recent
all the more excitmovements
of
ing. When he was
the Arab world,
young, Albaih read
and the danger
issues of Sabah Al
he faced in doKhair and Rose aling so. He is the
Yusuf, two Egyptian
first artist to be
cartoon-based magselected for the
azines. It was there
fellowship, and
he was introduced
Khalid Albaih to an acceptable fohis unique story
explains why.
to discuss poli2016 Oak Fellow rum
Albaih
was
tics. “The media is
surrounded
by
so government conpolitics from a
trolled that nobody
very early age.
even reads the news
He is Sudanese but was born anymore,” he said. “Everyone
in Romania because his father just looks at the first page of the
was a diplomat. One of his un- newspaper and it says, ‘the great
cles, Abdel Rahman Suwar al- leader did this and that’ and
Dahab, served as interim presi- that’s it. There’s no real news.
dent of Sudan from 1985-1986. But everyone turns to the last
Another uncle, Babiker al-Nur, page and looks at the cartoons
was a communist executed for because they talk about the soattempting a coup; he was sen- cial issues. I liked it because
tenced to death within minutes it was very close to people; it’s
of being tried by a court mar- very close to society.”
tial. Given these circumstances,
Albaih enjoyed the simplicAlbaih was forced to view the ity and social connectivity of
world through a political lens. “I political cartoons. Those asguess that you could say that we pects, along with his love of art
come from a political family but and comics, motivated Albaih to
everyone in Sudan—in fact in take up political cartooning. He
the region—is very political and began making cartoons about
was at a certain time period. So Sudan around 2008. He posted
everybody talks about politics them online where they quickly
all the time,” he said.
spread through social media.
Following a military over- Being a young, modern cartoonthrow in 1989, Albaih’s father ist targeting a young, online auwas laid off. His family moved dience, Albaih was able to gain
to Qatar for what Albaih de- many supporters. Then in 2010,

B y D rew L adner

“The thing
about...trying to upset
the status quo
nowadays is
they won’t
try to hurt
you directly.
They’ll hurt
you any way
possible.”

a revolutionary wave known as
the Arab Spring hit the Arab
world. Leaders like Tunisian
President Zine El Abidine Ben
Ali, Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak, and Muammar Gaddafi were removed from office
and new leadership took over.
That was when Albaih’s work really gained traction. Part of what
made the Arab Spring so successful was the impact of social
media. As a result, Albaih’s cartoons saw an increase in sharing
and some protesters even began
using them as images of their
revolutions. “It was incredible
to know that I could be part of
these movements from my living room. People were dying
in the street and carrying signs
that have my cartoons on them.
Others graffitied the cartoons
[on buildings]. I just felt like I
was part of a movement. A lot
of the times I couldn’t be there
physically but I was there because my cartoons were there,”
Albaih said.
Though he could not physically participate in most of the
Arab Spring movements, Albaih
did fly back to his home country
of Sudan in 2012 to be more active in the revolution there. Albaih’s motivation to be active in
these movements speaks to how
strong his feeling of obligation
to the cause is—especially given
the potential danger he faces every time he posts a cartoon. “It’s
very unsettling. Especially because I have a family. I have two
kids, a wife, a mother, a father.
The thing about working in politics anywhere in the world and
trying to upset the status quo
nowadays is that they won’t try
to hurt you directly. They’ll try
to hurt you any way possible.
I can’t live in Qatar without a
Visa, so I can get deported from
Qatar in a second. If I live in Sudan, I’m done. I’m probably going to be jailed, or worse. Sometimes I wonder, ‘why am I even
doing this?’” he said.
Although Albaih risks his
life for the Arab cause, he does
not bear the burden alone. Albaih continued to stress the
physical danger other activists
put themselves in for speaking
out against powerful regimes.
“It’s really dangerous, not just
for cartoonists, but for anyone
who’s trying to say something
different,” he said. “The fact
that you are part of this movement is never taken lightly.
Every time I post something, I
don’t know what’s going to hap-

Courtesy of Khalid Albaih
Albaih posted this cartoon on August 18, following the event in Aleppo, Syria. It depicts the tragic choices Syrian
families face and how it impacts their children.

pen. That goes for everyone.”
Albaih applied for the Oak
Fellowship as a way to focus on
his work and take a break from
the toils of cartooning in Qatar.
He currently teaches a seminar
to Colby students and is working on an exhibition that will be
curated by his students. He is
also working with the communications department on a website that focuses on revolutions
for humanitarian studies. Finally, Albaih continues to work on
his own cartoons which can be
found on his Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram pages, @khalidalbaih. Albaih said his reception at Colby has been warm and
helpful, and he was astounded
by the commitment of students
here to be involved with social
issues worldwide. “On the first
day of class, I told my students
that I’m so impressed with them
because they care in a situation
where they easily couldn’t. But
they do care and that’s incredible,” he said.
When coming to Colby, Al-

baih did not know what to expect. What he found was a
community dedicated to being
active in worldwide issues, and
a group of students hoping to
learn how they can be involved
through art. He now hopes that
people around the world can
begin to accept cartoons and
art as engaging forms of activism; but above all, Albaih hopes
that people can begin to use art
as a way of thinking individually, and a means of breaking
free from the media. “It’s really
about breaking out of how controlled we are. Our mindsets are
so controlled to believe what
we are told. I don’t know if I’m
part of [that control] or not, but
I’m trying to fight it,” he said.
As to what students should do
in order to stay active in Arab
affairs, Albaih concluded, “Do
what you can. Whether that’s
paying a dollar or two dollars
[to a charity] or jumping on a
plane and going somewhere.
Just do what you can. That’s all
there is to it.”

Courtesy of Colby College
Khalid Albaih has been creating political cartoons since 2008. Since then, his cartoons have
spread across the social media landscape, and have been images of revolution.

Courtesy of Khalid Albaih
This cartoon was posted on September 27. It focuses on the fallout following the controversial first presidential debate and its impact on both America and the world.
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Colby kept young pilots in school during World War II
By Caitlin Rogers

Asst’. Features Editor
As one of the oldest liberal
arts college in the nation, Colby
has been present through many
significant events in United
States history. Just as they
greatly impacted the country as
a whole, large-scale wars also
found their ways to Colby’s relatively isolated
campus. Though
the College has
stood through
many different
wars, the first
of which was
the Civil War,
the college was
particularly involved in World
War II. During this time,
the
military
used Colby as
a training base
for
potential
members of the
Air Force; those
who
attended
the special academy were also considered to be
Colby students, and took classes
that earned them college credit. Additionally, according to
an article that appeared in The
Echo, the school began to integrate more military-minded
classes into its general curriculum. From articles produced by
The Echo from 1940 to 1945, it
is evident that World War II had
a very significant effect on the
Colby population.
An article that appeared in
the March 3, 1943 edition of
The Echo states that Colby was
a preliminary stop on the way

to flight school: “The Army
men who began arriving at Colby on Sunday are to be called
‘students’– not cadets or soldiers. Here at Colby they are
attending what is technically a
pre-pre-flight school which is
the second of the four training
centers at which they will be
stationed.” The article goes on
to describe the path for these
students, which included basic
training, pre-pre-flight school
(which occurred
at Colby), preflight
school,
and then, eventually,
flight
school.
This arrangement was also
convenient for
Colby students
who wanted to
be involved in
the war. A pair
of articles that
appeared in The
Echo in October of 1940 detail the experiences of Colby
student
Jack
Kitchen. After
completing two years at Colby,
he joined the Royal Canadian
Air Force. According to one of
the articles, he first “passed a
stiff physical examination” before heading to “preliminary
war training in military drill
at the Toronto training school.”
The article goes on to detail
the on-campus activities Kitchen would leave behind, like
his position as vice president
for the DKE fraternity and his
involvement in various intramural sports. A week later, on
October 9, 1940, an additional
article in The Echo states that

Colby provided
a space where
young people
could simultaneously attend
college and
prepare to fulfill
their civic duty

Kitchen completed his preliminary training and had begun
his pre-flight training at Mt.
Hope.
Kitchen’s story highlights a
point of conflict for young men
who felt compelled to fight in
the war. To become involved,
they were required to put their
college careers on hold, without
the certainty that they would
be able to complete it if and
when they returned. Though
this was a great personal sacrifice for many, it appears in
The Echo that this was almost
expected of Colby students at
the time. The October 2, 1940
article concludes with the passage, “Jack Kitchen is one of
the first of our students to enter the service of his nation in
this war. The coming months
will see many more stepping
forward to help our country
in its crisis. It seems unfortunate, that our men should be
forced to interrupt their college
training to go to war, but we
know that no matter what the
call may be, Colby men will be
faithful to their trust and they
will be found in the front line
of service.”
In light of this complication,
the military program at Colby
took on a very practical role. In
an Echo article from February
24, 1943, the Chairman of the
War Manpower Commission
Paul McNutt was the subject of
a news article with the headline “McNutt Urges Colleges to
Justify Existence” followed by
the subheadline “Also advises
men to stay in college.” For McNutt, the war was of great importance– but so was the education of the youth. These two
seemed separate, yet colleges
provided arenas where the two

could merge. The article mentions a plan McNutt had put
together to accelerate this shift:
“he wanted to see every one of
America’s 1,700 colleges utilized in the war effort, but that
under the present Army-Navy
plan for training men in the colleges only about 500 institutions
would be included. McNutt
stated that his plan which aims
at using all colleges for training necessary civilian as well as
military personnel would soon
be presented to Congress.” By
adjusting its curriculum to better suit military tactics and by
providing accommodations for
additional students, Colby provided a space where young people could both attend college
and fulfill what was perceived
as their civic duty by training to
serve in the military.
Despite its isolated location in
central Maine, Colby has managed to be at the forefront of
national issues. Though it is not
widely known, during World

War II, Colby served as a stop
on the military track for pilots.
It allowed students who wanted
to serve in the war to hold on
to their education and college
experiences for as long as possible, avoiding situations like
Kitchen’s. A hero at the college,
Kitchen left school to enlist in
the Royal Canadian Air Force;
a task he completed with success, yet in the process he left
behind friends, extracurriculars,
and formal college education.
Though the rest of his experience
and life upon returning to Colby
is not known, Colby’s addition
of the pre-pre-flight school program during the wartime period
both made the transition from
school to military easier for students, and brought World War II
onto the Colby campus. Furthermore, it allowed students who
wanted to fulfill their civic duty
to remian in school for as long
as possible, which made education attainable for many students
during the war.

October 3, 1945| The Colby Echo
Colby’s flight program occurred before the campus’s move to Mayflower Hill, which was
completed in 1952. This map from 1945 was intended to help orient the first-years.

Bobs, Dana, or Foss: students discuss their dining hall of choice
B y L ouisa G oldman

ever, are not the only students
blessed with proximity to the
dining hall; Mary Low, Hillside,
Of all the qualities Colby stu- and Foss residents also choose
dents share (i.e., a strong desire to head there for meals. “I usuto learn, a dedication to the ally like to eat in Dana,” Kallie
community, a genuine hatred Hutchinson ’19, a Mary Low
for that college in Brunswick, Resident, said, “I live on that
etc.) quite possibly the most side of campus so it is just the
universal is also the most in- easiest for me”.
nate and animalistic: hunger.
Besides the convenience of
Whether a student is on a strict the location, Dana also draws
post-freshman 15 diet, or lives students due to its unique atmoevery moment plansphere. “I generning the next meal,
ally try to go to
every human being
Dana as much
has an inherent need
as I can because
for food. As a result,
I like the music
each requires a conthey play,” Eli
stant provider of this
French ’20 said.
necessity. DisregardOthers similarly
ing the presence of
enjoy its large
a few non-meal plan
structure. “As a
options such as the
member of the
Spa and Mary Low
field
hockey
Coffee House, there
team, I usually
are three main dineat team dinner
ing halls at Colby
with them in
that
“consistently
Dana,” Hutchinprovide” food for
son said, “There
—
students throughout
are so many
the year: Dana, Foss,
girls and Dana
and Bobs. Each with
is really the only
different daily menus
place we can all
and located at varifit together at
ous spots on campus,
one table.”
these dining halls
Of course,
have their own india dining hall
vidual personalities
would be nothand attract specific
ing but an empcrowds of students,
(albeit well
Kallie Hutchinson ty
respectively.
laid out) room
Dana, the largest
its
Class of 2019 without
dining hall, is lofood. Thus, it
cated centrally—just
should come as
beyond the health center. Being no surprise that Dana’s cuisine
that it is on the first floor of a is another one of its main attracdensely populated dorm, Dana tions. “I like Dana sauce” Sears
is generally a hot spot for stu- said, describing the Thousand
dents living upstairs. “I eat in Island-esque dressing available
Dana because I live there,” Hel- only in the Dana dining hall.
en Sears ’20 said, “it is just the “They stopped making it for a
closest”. Dana dwellers, how- few days a couple of weeks ago
Contributing Writer

“I think it’s
especially
cool how
Foss caters to
people who
choose to be a
vegan or vegetarian just
giving them
that option
is really awesome.”

and no matter how hard I tried,
I simply could not replicate it.
I guess I will just have to continue going to Dana for my fix!”
Just down the hill from Dana
is Foss; an alternative to the
other two dining halls. One of
its many points of appeal is its
location. “Since I live in Mary
Low, Foss is very close which is
great for me,” Hutchinson said.
“I also like to study in Foss, so
it’s easy to just stay after lunch
or dinner and take out my textbooks.” Foss’s food is also generally healthier than that of the
other two dining halls. “I think
it’s especially cool how Foss caters to people who choose to be
a vegan or vegetarian-just giving them that option is really
awesome.”
The atmosphere of Foss,
however, seems to make up
even more of its allure, drawing
students from all across campus
no matter their proximity. “I
try to go to Foss for every meal
that I can,” Julia Warnock ’19, a
West resident, said, “I just love
the environment in there.” And
what makes up such an attractive environment? According to
Warnock, it is a combination of
things. “When I walk into the
dining hall, I just feel very athome. Especially when I have
had a stressful day, I know that
all I have to do is walk into Foss,
and I will leave with a smile on
my face,” she said. “Also, all the
same people go there, so I recognize all the faces that walk
through. This gives me a very
reassured feeling, which is refreshing amidst the everyday
stresses of college life.”
On the eastern side of campus is Bob’s, a dining hall with
similar amenities to Dana but
with a smaller, more intimate
feel. Again, however, one of its
more common allures among

students is its location. Situated
at the base of frat row, Bob’s
draws students from GoHo all
the way to West. “I usually go
to Bob’s for breakfast, since
it’s closest to my dorm and to
my first class,” French, a West
Resident, said, “It is just convenient in that way.” On the other
hand, its location can also be
an issue for students regularly
on the other side of campus,
closer to Foss and Dana. “Bob’s
is actually my favorite dining
hall, but I unfortunately cannot go there a lot since it is

so far away,” Hutchinson said,
“I’m never over on that side of
campus long enough to go there
for a meal. It is usually just
quicker and easier to eat at Foss
or Dana.”
Although there are obvious differences in terms of atmosphere, food, and people at
Colby’s three dining halls, there
seems to be one characteristic that determines a student’s
“regular” dining hall of choice:
location. “All and all, it really
just depends on where I am on
campus,” French said.

Nathaniel Rees | The Colby Echo
Despite the difference between each of the dining halls on campus, many students decide
where to eat based on which one is closest.
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EDITORIAL

Clarifying Transparency

Colby has a transparency problem.
Transparency is an issue often discussed on campus. However, Colby
is a private institution and as a result, few of its students are granted
access or have an understanding of the work being done on the third
floor of Eustis. This is something we hope to see change on campus.
The primary stakeholders in the happenings of Colby are its students.
Students educational experience, for which they pay thousands of dollars for, is at risk if the administration missteps. It is incredibly important
that students have the ability to provide input on administrative initiatives, especially during periods of transformation.
From the construction of new facilities, to the investment of millions of
dollars into downtown Waterville, Colby is undergoing a massive transformation. President David A. Greene alluded to this transformational
change in his inaugural address, stating, “this is Colby’s moment. This
is Colby’s time.” However, transformation
requires transparency.
There have been a few scattered attempts at increasing transparency, yet none at the Administrative level. Most recently, on October
11 of this year, the Student Government Association took a step to
ensure transparency by releasing the first “Where are We Now?”
report. According to the email from SGA President Matt Hawkins ’17,
“This report is a new initiative by SGA to increase transparency with
the student body and to open up more channels for communication.”
We applaud the steps being taken by SGA; however, they are elected
representatives of the student body and are held accountable by the
nature of their positions. It is not unreasonable for the administration
of Colby to increase transparency initiatives. It is necessary for more
channels of communication to open up between the primary stakeholders of Colby, the students, and our institutional leaders.
Of course, it is easy for us to preach from our pedestal as editors of
The Echo. But aside from being a physical archive of the news, The
Echo and the broader industry, encapsulating both student journalists
and professionals, are necessary to put checks on those in power. The
media serves as a great instigator of transparency and change. We
apologize for having failed you in this capacity. It is our job to inform
and investigate. We promise moving forward that through this period of
transition, for both the College and The Echo, that we will do our best
to ensure transparency on all fronts. Although this is just a piece of the
transparency problem on campus, it is a step in the right direction and
a step towards ensuring the absolute best educational experience
on campus.

Sincerely,
Caroline Ferguson & Kiernan Somers
Co-Editors-in-Chief
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Note to Hollywood: Asians exist too
By Cally Xi

Contributing Writer
As a kid, I had one role model in
the media: Mulan, for obvious reasons. I looked like her, had sassy relatives (I see so many commonalities
between my great-aunt and Grandma Fa I could write an entire article
about them alone), and most of all,
we were both Chinese. I didn’t realize
at the time that the only reason why
she was my role model was because I
had very few other options. Now that
I’m older—with an identity deeply
rooted in being Asian American—
the ugly truth of yellowface, whitewashing, and misrepresentation are
issues that I am both saddened and
frustrated by. So here we go: a very
brief history of of all three, with reasons as to why they are all complete
and utter garbage.
In case you readers don’t know, “yellowface” is when Asian characters are
portrayed predominantly by white actors who often change their looks with
makeup to approximate East Asian
facial characteristics. The earliest example of yellowface took place in 1915
before the Civil Rights movement.
Mary Pickford was cast as Cio-Cio San
in Madame Butterfly, and most of the
film’s leading cast wore makeup to portray Asian characters. Now yes, the period before the Civil Rights movement
was a bad time for essentially all minorities. This was not isolated to Asian
roles, but I wanted to emphasize that
yellowface is not a new phenomenon.
Probably the most famous case of
yellowface occurs in Breakfast at Tiffany’s, where Mickey Rooney plays
Mr. Yunioshi. In his role, he wore fake
buck-teeth and makeup so heavy his
features were basically unrecognizable. He’s portrayed as a buck-toothed
nerd, nearly blind and fumbling
around in his apartment speaking in
barely intelligible, heavily-accented
broken English. But if this role had
been played by an Asian actor, it
would have been ridiculous. They
would have had to mock features of
themselves that they have no control
over and epitomize stereotypes that
they do not agree nor identify with.
Having a white actor play the role
adds insult to injury. It mocks, stereotypes, and caricatures an entire population of people.
You would think that in the 21st
century, this problem would be a
thing of the past. No. In the 2012
film Cloud Atlas, Jim Sturgess, Hugo
Weaving, Hugh Grant, James D’Arcy,
and Keith David all apply slant-eyed,
yellow-toned makeup to portray
Asian characters in their Neo-Seoul
story. The Last Airbender was a travesty I don’t have the
energy to go into.
In Pacific Rim
(2013), Clifton
Collin Jr. played
Tendo Choi. Tendo is a Japanese
name, Choi is
Korean. Generalizing Asian populations, a topic
on which I could
write another entire article alone.
In Aloha (2015),
Emma
Stone
plays ChineseHawaiian Alison
Ng. The examples
I listed are only a
few of the many
cases where white actors play Asian
characters in Hollywood films from
the our century.
It’s 2016. You would think that this
problem would have gone away as
our society has become more aware.
It hasn’t. Scarlett Johansson was cast
in Ghost in the Shell to play Major Kusanagi, a Japanese cyborg policewoman. Tilda Swinton has been cast in Doctor Strange to play the “Ancient One,”
who is a Tibetan mystic in the comics.
They decided to shave her head and
put her in flowing Asian garments to
epitomize the character. Disney’s live

action remake of Mulan didn’t even
send out a global casting call for Chinese actresses until a petition pleading
for a Chinese actress garnered over
100,000 signatures online. I thought
it would be common sense to cast a
Chinese actress for a movie containing only Chinese characters. Evidently
it isn’t.
Hollywood, did you really think
we wouldn’t notice? Did you really
think that putting on some makeup
to make eyes smaller, skin darker, and
some contacts to make eyes brown
would escape our scrutiny? What we
have are features and shades we are
born with, not #40 foundation and
an Acuve subscription.
Why is it so difficult for Hollywood
to cast Asian actors and actresses in
Asian roles? Better yet, why don’t
Asians get more
roles? In 2013,
Asian Americans
constituted
6.0
percent of the U.S.
population, yet
only made up 4.4
percent of speaking characters in
Hollywood films.
These are not lead
roles, these are not
supporting roles,
these are characters that speak,
even if it’s just an
extra whose only
role in the film is
to say “hi.” I challenge you to think of
a Hollywood movie with a complex,
well-developed Asian lead character.
I’m willing to bet money you can’t
think of one off the top of your head.
On the rare occasion that Asians
are represented in the media, we’re
are often so heavily stereotyped that
we would prefer to not be there at all.
Indian men work in IT, accent imperative. Far-East Asian men are either the
quiet and weak nerd in the corner or
the emotionless, strict, Kung-Fu master. Asian women in general are portrayed as either a submissive, useless
virgin only there for the male character’s sexual gratification, or a dragon
lady who is catty and overbearing.
We are more than that. Yes, we are
the mathematicians, engineers, researchers, professors, teachers, and
every other nerdy occupation associated with us. But we are also comedians, actors, actresses, dancers, authors,
and every other career in the world,
because we are not restricted to one
field. We have opinions and roles that
matter, even though they’re treated like
dust in today’s society. The most recent
example of stereotyping was when The
O’Reilly Factor’s
Jesse Watters asking individuals in
Chinatown, “Am
I supposed to
bow to say hello?”
and “Is it the year
of the Dragon?”
He decided to use
the most shallow,
most stereotypical aspects of our
culture to identify us with, and
chose to interview
helpless individuals who did not
speak English to
embody us as a
whole. It is one
thing to ask with
the true intention of learning, it is another to do it for entertainment.
Another issue that Asians face in
media is white-washing. In 2008, the
movie 21 cast the white actors Jim
Sturgess, Jacob Pitts, and Kevin Spacey
in the lead roles. The film was based on
a true story based on a group of mostly
Asian-American students. In the 2015
movie Aloha, not only did Emma
Stone, a blonde-haired, blue eyed girl,
play a girl that was a quarter Chinese
and a quarter Native Hawaiian, but the
entire cast was white. The movie was
set in Hawaii, where the population

What we have
are features and
shades we are
born with, not
#40 foundation
and an Acuve
subscription.

is over 70 percent non-white. In the
upcoming film The Great Wall, Matt
Damon and his group of travelers are
swept in a battle with lizard monsters
on the Great Wall of China. This is a
film that takes place in China, with a
Chinese director, with famous Chinese
actors and actresses. And yet, with
Hollywood writers, all of that still takes
second place to the “white savior”
trope played by Matt Damon, who is
placed front and center.
Hollywood, by ignoring our ethnicities and cultures by casting white
actors and actresses, you are taking our
stories, our experiences, our culture
and customs, and erasing them to fit
into your monetary agenda.
Movies with yellowface and whitewashing portray women like my
mother, who was
forced to leave
her daughter behind in China to
join her husband
in America, as
a generic woman
undergoing
homesickness
and job-searching
woes. It would
not acknowledge
that she struggled
because of the
language barrier
and that her race
was an inherent
roadblock because
of a history of
Asian-American
discrimination lingering from the
Page Act of 1875 and earlier legislation. White-washing would not acknowledge that she was educated with
a bachelor’s and master’s degrees in
civil engineering and computer science, yet she could only secure jobs as a
dishwasher and a nanny. She scrubbed
dishes until her fingers bled and cared
for other people’s children when her
own child was crying out for her across
the globe. She wrote tear-spattered letters home with cracked fingers, saying how much she missed her family,
carrying lies about how wonderful the
U.S. was.
The American Dream is beautiful indeed.
The struggles and racial prejudice
that Asian women like my mother suffered through and most importantly,
overcame, cannot be accurately portrayed by a white woman in makeup
whose race steeps her in privilege. She
never had to undergo, nor will she ever
undergo, the same trials that many
Asian women have faced. It is offensive; it is disrespectful; it gives Asian
women nothing compared to the acknowledgement they deserve.
Whitewashing and misrepresentation does not only apply to Asians.
Victims are widespread throughout Hispanics and Latinos, African
Americans, Native Americans, Arab
and Turkish, Persian and North African, and the LGBTQIA community,
just to name a few. We are minorities;
we exist; we are growing. We are individuals with identities, backgrounds,
and stories that should be shared, and
shared correctly.
Hollywood says there isn’t a market
for movies with minority leads. There
is. It is us. It is the kids who want a
strong character that they can identify
with and look up to. It is the wrinkled
faces in the audience who could go
to see a movie that finally represents
them accurately. It is the young people
like me who want to see a movie that
reflects the culture that we take pride
in. In this global age, where Hollywood
movies are played even in the most remote of places, it is more than half of
the world’s population.
We’ve taken steps forward now that
stars like Aziz Ansari, Mindy Kaling,
John Cho, George Takei, Arden Cho,
Eugene Lee Yang, and Constance Wu
have greater prominence in the media
and advocate for Asians to assert their
presence in movies, TV shows, and
the internet. But we still have such a
long way to go.
Hollywood, you have work to do.

Hollywood
says there isn’t
a market for
movies with
minority leads.
There is.
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Alum Billy Bush ’94 is not an anomaly: Hypermasculinity at Colby
By Adrienne Carmack
Contributing Writer

Last Friday evening around 7 P.M.,
I sat in the Foss common room sick
to my stomach as I listened to audio
of Donald Trump bragging, “Grab
them by the pussy. You can do anything.” For the next 12 hours, I fumed,
I texted friends, I organized voter registration events, and I tried to sleep. It
was not the blatant misogyny and sexual violence that struck me (as many
know, we are constantly in the process
of being hit with these realities) but
the lack of response, the tacit approval
by many, the dismissal of the tape as
“boys being boys” or, as Trump said
himself, “locker room talk.” My anger and disgust was focused solely on
Trump, ignoring the voice that egged
him on and the figure that admonishes Arianne Zucker—“How about a
little hug for the Donald?”—a line that
turned my stomach over.
The next morning at lunch in Dana, a
friend told me that Billy Bush, that pitiful voice of the patriarchy, was both a
’94 Colby graduate as well as a two-time
captain of the lacrosse team during his
time here (a fact confirmed by professors here at the time). All at once, the

connection between the violence and
harassment we face here on Mayflower
Hill and the ingrained violence and misogyny in the Trump campaign was all
too clear. I was hit with a wave of frustration so deep I actually screamed.
For the past two years, I have worked
as a research assistant for the Education
Professor Mark Tappan on the Colby
Healthy Masculinity Project, which has
the goal of identifying healthy masculine identities and understanding their
development. Our work stems from the
understanding of our society, including
the Colby community, as conducive to a
toxic masculine identity—one that emphasizes aggression, dominance over
women, homophobia, etc. (all traits
Trump has displayed “bigly” this campaign season). Tappan’s class, “Boys to
Men,” has made many men conscious
of the violence they participate in. These
discussions have propelled some to activism. Consequently, Colby is home to
initiatives such as Mules Against Violence, Party with Consent, and Mentors
in Violence Prevention, all of which
include some emphasis on toxic masculinity’s role in perpetuating rape culture.
While this feminist work is present
on campus, it often seems to be working
against a brick wall of hypermasculinity,

Trump didn’t stop the bleeding
By James Burnett

war in Syria. The Republican nominee
also missed out on politically effective
arguments against Clinton. When the
The future remains bleak for Donald moderators asked about leaked Hillary
Trump. His performance at Washing- Clinton speeches to Wall Street, Trump
ton University’s debate on Sunday night rambled about his own business acudid nothing to steady the sinking ship men rather than hammering his opof his campaign. After a tape was re- ponent for her apparent ease with Wall
leased of Donald Trump bragging about Street, a weak spot with Clinton among
sexually assaulting women last Friday, former Bernites.
numerous Republicans including New
Instead, Trump’s opening line of atHampshire Senator Kelly Ayotte and tack against Clinton was about her
Arizona Senator John
husband’s
alleged
McCain publicly withsexual misconduct.
drew their support for
However, this stratthe candidate. RepubTrump once again egy has not paid off in
lican Speaker of the
the past. In the 1990s,
demonstrated
House Paul Ryan and
Hillary Clinton’s faRepublican National
vorability ratings rose
little
regard
for
Committee
Chairwhen
Republicans
objective truth.
man Reince Priebus
began impeachment
have issued statements
proceedings against
condemning Trump.
President Clinton. AtAfter Trump’s weak performance at the tacks on her husband’s sexual life seemfirst debate and his subsequent contro- ingly made voters more sympathetic to
versies, such as when he tweeted to his Hillary. In addition, rather than acceptsupporters to “check-out” an alleged ing the gravity of the sexually violent
sex tape of a former Miss Universe, his statements he made in 2005, Trump
poll numbers have taken a nosedive. On diverted the attacks to his opponent.
average, national polls showed Clinton This certainly will not help the candiahead by six percentage points going date with suburban Republican women,
into the second debate. Furthermore, a key constituency whom Trump frethose polls reported fewer undecided quently polls relatively poorly with and
voters, which historically decreases the needs to win in order to ensure him an
level of volatility in the race.
electoral victory.
With all this in mind, Trump’s perforThe second debate was not entirely
mance at the second debate needed to a disaster for Trump, however. Conbe game-changing. However, nothing servative pundits in particular have
Trump did at the debate helped his large praised the candidates poise in the last
polling deficit and lack of support from 60 minutes of the debate, when Trump
the Republican establishment. In fact, seemed to gain more confidence. DeTrump looked uncomfortable in the de- spite this, Trump had to be more than
bate’s town hall format. Hillary Clinton just mediocre. Rather, Trump had to
took advantage of an old Clinton trick prove to the Republican establishment
which her husband famously used in his and swing voters that he has the levtown hall debate against George H.W el-headedness and disposition to be
Bush in 1992. Hillary positioned herself Commander-in-Chief. His lackluster
such that Trump was in the background performance, however, means that his
of the camera frame when she answered campaign remains in shambles. Ultia question from the audience, which mately, the second debate proved to be
allowed the cameras to pick up on a Clinton victory.
Trump’s awkward body language and
pacing. Trump frequently encroached
upon Clinton’s space and took a less personal approach when answering questions from the audience.
However, substance is more important than body language in a debate.
In that category, Trump once again
demonstrated little regard for objective
truth. Trump reiterated stump speech
phrases which fact checkers have time
and time again proven to be wrong. For
example, Trump stated once again that
he did not support the Iraq War, despite
the existence of a 2002 Howard Stern
interview where Trump expresses his
support for the invasion. Further, the
candidate demonstrated a tenuous understanding of foreign affairs when he
stated that the United States has signed a
“peace treaty” to bring an end to the civil
Staff Writer

as we read about incident after incident
of sexism and homophobia in BIPR reports and the (now inaccessible) Civil
Discourse. We hear about violence, we
are saddened, we are grateful for the
“good men” that exist, and we continue
on our way. What else is there to do on a
campus that seems to privilege the men
who are the loudest?
After the tapes were released this
weekend, Colby can no longer pretend that our campus environment
is not one of hypermasculinity and
sexual violence. Our campus culture,
which both the student body and the
administration have a role in developing, has produced a man who is now
being nationally shamed for his role in
the tapes. The Colby Plan states, “It is
hoped that students will become […]
thinkers who are welcoming of diversity and compassionate toward others.”
Bush’s camaraderie with Trump and
his approval of sexual violence show
that Colby failed in producing a man
of compassion or dignity, let alone one
who is welcoming of diversity.
I have already heard that because
Bush graduated more than 20 years
ago, his connection to Colby is insignificant. But if you ask any person who
has attended Take Back the Night, who

has felt uncomfortable and unsafe in
This is also a call to the Colby adminthe presence of overly aggressive men istration. Acknowledge that Bush is a
on a Saturday night in the apartments, graduate of our institution. Acknowledge
who has been cat called running along that our campus culture produces and
Mayflower Hill, or who has been forced enables violence against women. Finally,
to navigate the
support
the
Title IX reportinitiatives that
ing
process,
Colby commuColby is a breeding ground
they can tell you
nity members
that the conare creating to
for hypermasculinity and the
nection is anywork against
violence then comes with it.
thing but insighypermascunificant. Colby
linity.
Every
is a breeding
Colby student
ground for hypermasculinity and the should learn the tools to critique genviolence that comes with it.
dered violence and sexism. Let’s make
I write this not to dishearten but to sure that 22 years from now, we are not
call to action men on this campus. It is reading about a current Colby student
not enough to express disgust at the ac- assuring a dangerous bigot that he can do
tions of our fellow mule (ass) and Donald “whatever you want” to women.
Trump. It is not enough to like an article
To volunteer for the Hillary camthat your feminist friend has posted on paign on campus: email Lily Herrmann
Facebook. We need men who are will- ’19 at lherrmann@mevictory2016.org.
ing to act. Volunteer for the Hillary camTo get involved with a healthy maspaign to ensure the next administration culinity discussion group: email Anne
continues the work of progress. Speak Vetter at acvetter@colby.edu.
up when you hear words like “pussy”
To learn more about the Colby
and “bitch” and name this as violent lan- Healthy Masculinity Project: email
guage. Do something. The silent major- Mark Tappan at mbtappan@colby.edu.
ity does not just stand with Trump; they
To talk to me about this article: email
stand with sexual violence, with misogy- me at acarmack@colby.edu or find me
ny, and with sexism.
at lunch in Foss.

Bring back the Civil Discourse
By Eileen Hopf

Contributing Writer
Over the summer, Colby switched
from the General Announcements
system to the ColbyNow system. While
there are new and beneficial features of
ColbyNow, this new system requires
that people opt in to receiving Civil
Discourse email updates, preventing
campus-wide conversation. An opt-in
system thus silences the discourse that
we need to have to better our campus,
and the College should change the default back to receiving the emails.
At the same time this switch made the
Discourse less easily accessible, it added
the positive feature of comments on specific posts, allowing people to comment
immediately on Discourse posts instead
of waiting for the next day’s email to go
out to share their response. This new
feature allows for more conversation on
each topic. In a comment on the Discourse, Adrienne Carmack ’18 described
it as a place for “genuine, civil public dissent.” Allowing comments on posts increases our ability to have conversations
on the things people are “dissenting” to,
which therefore betters our community.
Last year, people posted in the Discourse about things such as dorm dam-

age, race, class, sexism, respect for others,
violence, sexual assault, political correctness, and critiques and aspirations for
how we can make the college a better and
safer place for everyone. That means that, if
only for a moment, the campus was talking
about these issues. We need to talk about
these things even though they tend to make
us uncomfortable. These conversations are
how we learn and grow as people.
Last spring, the Discourse became a site
for controversy. While I may have fundamentally disagreed with some of the posts,
I think that all of the opinions needed to be
heard in order for us to more fully reflect on
our culture. The Civil Discourse is a place
where all voices can be heard. We can disagree with each other. We can learn new
things. We can reaffirm our positions or
change them. At every step of the way, this
exchange of ideas makes us think.
There have only been two posts so far
this year. Granted, a lack of posts is not
inherently a problem–the platform exists
for when people have things they need
to say. But even though people may not
post every day, we need this platform to
be available to all for when things happen that need to be discussed. Making the
Discourse harder to access makes it easier
to avoid talking about challenging issues.
I fear that this new system has the same

effect that we see time and time again in
critical conversations about culture on this
campus: the only people who will choose to
opt in are the ones who are already involved
and interested in talking about these things.
Distributing the Discourse to all students
involves people in discussions they may
never encounter otherwise. This forum
allows for people to share ideas between
groups of people on this campus, which
diversifies conversations and broadens
horizons for all. Many people I have spoken to do not even know the Civil Discourse still exists. When I told a student
we now have to opt in to receive emails,
the student responded, “That defeats the
point of the Civil Discourse.” Carmack, in
her comment, agreed, saying, “ColbyNow
has a lot of barriers that privilege the deliberate ignorance of much of this campus.”
In his October 2nd Civil Discourse
post, Wilder Davies asked, “Is ColbyNow just a thinly veiled attempt to
silence discourse on campus?” While
I cannot say whether this was the college’s intention or not, I can say that the
new system will have the disastrous effect of silencing discourse. The school
should demonstrate their commitment
to diversity, learning, and civil discourse
by making sure everyone receives Civil
Discourse email updates by default.

Poverty and the minimum wage
By Lydia Fanning

Contributing Writer
Question 4 on the November ballot in Maine will ask whether Maine
should raise its minimum wage. The
proposal is to increase minimum wage
from $7.50 to $9 in 2017 and then by
$1 each year until 2020, when it will
cap out at $12 per hour. This would be
the highest wage in New England. The
question of raising the minimum wage
has been a topic of controversy among

Nathaniel Rees | The Colby Echo

Mainers, with opponents warning of
job loss and proponents citing the very
real problem of poverty in Maine.
Those opposed to raising the wage
include the Maine Heritage Policy
Center, a conservative political
group. Citing estimates by the Congressional Budget Office, the group
claims that 3,832 Maine jobs would
be lost if employers were forced to
pay higher wages. Another opponent
is politician Rick Snow, who suggested that a higher minimum wage
would exacerbate the opium epidemic, as it would give people more
money to spend on drugs. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, his harsh words outraged Question 4 proponents.
Advocates for raising the minimum
wage cite statistics about the working
population in Maine. In response to the
claim only teens and young adults work
minimum wage jobs, David Farmer
of the Bangor Daily News wrote that
one third of working parents in Maine
would receive higher wages if Question
4 were to pass. A single parent working
full time at the current $7.50 minimum
wage earns only $15,600 per year—less
than the federal poverty level for a family of two. Almost a quarter of Maine
residents receive Supplemental Nutrition Assistance. Proponents claim that
the minimum wage increase would

help poor Mainers afford better healthcare and childcare, as well as increase
the demand for consumer goods and
improve the economy.
While these are compelling arguments, the minimum wage increase
would not address poverty as well as
it could. More than half of the working-age poor in Maine do not work,
so they would not benefit from an increased minimum wage. These people
would only be affected by the increased
prices and decreased hiring caused by
a higher minimum wage, with lowskilled workers feeling the brunt of the
impact. Additionally, there are diverse
economic conditions throughout the
state of Maine. A standardized minimum wage might not be what’s best for
certain areas of Maine that are already
struggling with unemployment.
Waterville is comprised of many small
businesses, which are especially vulnerable to an increase in minimum wage
because they have less capital and less
flexibility in dealing with paying their
employees higher wages. Many small
businesses could be forced to close, decreasing job availability and harming the
economy. An increase in the minimum
wage is not the best way to deal with the
problem of poverty in Maine, and might
have unintended consequences that hurt
the economy more than help it.
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Pen to Paper

Variability
by Anonymous
It’s simply fact that, when given two variables, they
mix, group, add, subtract, and sometimes even multiply.
This is why, when given the opportunity to tutor the heavenly Lena Geller in algebra, Scotty volunteers. Logically,
he reasons, when there are two variables such as a Scotty
and a Lena in an equation, they must interact. Somehow.
Scotty picks a table nestled in the back of the library, a
table notorious for clandestine activities between classes, which the new classmate Lena Geller wouldn’t know.
Not yet, anyway, and Scotty smiles. He’d smiled earlier
too, when the balding math teacher suggested exchanging cell phone numbers to facilitate logistical planning
for the sessions. She is number fifteen in his phone. He is
number three hundred and seventy eight in hers.
Scotty rushes from his final class to claim the back
table in the library when the final bell rings, and shoots
off a quick I’m here, back table in the library :) text to
Lena. She doesn’t reply and Scotty waits, three minutes,
seven minutes, Maybe the text didn’t send? Eleven minutes, Maybe she just didn’t see it, seventeen minutes, Maybe she’s not coming, and then all of a sudden she’s there.
She looks around the corner and sees him, casting an
appraising eye around the plastic covered books in rows
and the bright fluorescent light that flickers. She swings
her bag onto the chair and sits down, edging a tiny bit
away from Scotty, and she looks at him when he brightly
says, Hi! And she says hi, unenthused, looking at the face
of her phone that has just lit up and Scotty doesn’t see
his name so she did see the text and she just didn’t reply.
Scotty ignores this, thinking, she’s new, she doesn’t know
me that well yet and opens his notebook, taking out the
clean sheaf of paper emblazoned with dark equations,
neatly marked with Xs and Ys and As and Bs. No Ss or Ls,
Scotty thinks, but that’s fine, he doesn’t need subliminal
messaging because the variables are going to work their
magic anyway. Lena puts her phone on the table next to
the notebook and it lights up and vibrates every few seconds, the list of texts getting longer and longer and sliding off the face of the phone into a place Scotty assumes
is popularity, but he doesn’t say anything, doesn’t want
Lena to dislike him anymore than she already seems to,
because she keeps giving him snide looks and blank faces
with wide eyebrows and that’s when she’s even making
eye contact with him. Scott tells her to look at the problem one more time, (3x + 5) x (2x + 7), and she looks at
him and he puts his pencil tip on the FOIL formula next
to the problem and says See, first, outer, inner, last, get
it? And she looks at him, no she doesn’t understand, she
sighs dramatically that she’ll never get it and she should
just give up and Scotty says No! almost violently and foils
the problem for her, See, do you get it? And he looks at
her and she looks back like he’s crazy, No, sorry… I’m still
confused.
He’s getting stressed, drumming his pencil against
the table and her phone lights up again and vibrates and
she says Oh, sorry, looking at it quickly and laughing. He
sits while she texts, looks at his hands and her thumbs
move quickly across the keyboard, and he starts on the
next problem and solves it himself, looks at her and hopes
she’ll look too and understand that logically, these things
make sense and should happen. Lena picks up her bag
and swings it over her shoulder, still staring at her phone,
and she’s already halfway out of her chair when she looks
at Scotty and her smile falters for a second, Sorry, do you
mind? I’m meeting this kid Jake. Can you tell Mr. Callaway
that we met? Thanks.

Want to see your creative writing featured in The Echo? Contact A&E Editor
Cleo Aukland at caukland@colby.edu

Coming Up After Fall Break...
Waterville Creates! GrowSmart Maine Summit ’16 Leaning into Change: Maine-Grown Solutions
October 19 @ Waterville Creates!
Colby Symphony Orchestra: Introducing Jinwook Park
Featuring music by Mendelssohn, Fauré, and Dvorak
October 22 @ 7:30 p.m. in Lorimer Chapel

October 13, 2016

Michael Musillami trio jazzes
it up at a Colby Masterclass
By Cleo Aukland

Musillami, strumming his guitar with the melody bouncing from
and nodding to his groupmates. instrument to instrument, and
“[We] try to create a theme like sometimes fading out completely.
This past Sunday, Michael you would in any
Musillami, accompanied by his music. [We make]
own jazz trio leaned over the a musical canvas,
amp, fiddling with the plug and work[ing] in harstrumming his guitar. He shook mony, tempo, and
The
his head, adjusting his tortoise- contrast.”
shell glasses, and spoke to Eric musicians chatted
Thomas, the organizer of the jazz easily before the
masterclass, who was puzzling class began, tradover the cords. He wanted the ing jokes back and
instrument to sound like itself, forth and banterwithout any machination or ma- ing in a way that
nipulation from the technology. befits a solid, and
“Simple is best,” Musillami said. well versed group.
The pair found a Fender amp They spoke of
abroad
in a closet and brought it out. playing
He plugged in his guitar, picked and asked each
other what songs
some chords, and smiled.
Indeed, the trio favors a simple they wanted to
chemistry that makes their mu- start with.
Students filed
sic fresh and vibrant. The group
feeds off each other incredibly as into the classthey play, taking cues from one room, some holdanother and joining in when ap- ing instruments
propriate. The sound is organic, and others holdnotebooks.
constant, and energetic. Musilla- ing
mi has an impressive musical re- They sat in two
sume, spanning from his found- rows, looking at
ing the prestigious Playscape the jazz trio in
chatRecordings, an independent jazz interest,
amongst
record label, to teaching at the ting
Cleo Aukland | The Colby Echo
Hotchkiss School in Lakeville, themselves. The The Michael Musillami Trio
CT. He has been playing the gui- masterclass was a
tar for 54 years, to a point where comfortable give and take be- The musicians were simultanehis
drummer
tween the profes- ously enveloped in the music, yet
George Schuller
sionals and young also conscious of what the others
“ [We make] a
said to him, “they
student musicians. were doing. They passed solos to
should be nam“[We] nudge off of one another with barely a nod,
musical caning guitars after
each other [while feeling the energy and rhythm
vas, work[ing]
him.”
Musilwe play], so let’s rather than outwardly commuin harmony,
lami smiled and
see what happens. nicating. They played with a
thoughtfully reYou’re in it with us,” seamless, synchronized pace that
tempo, and
sponded, “They
said Musillami, nod- demonstrated years of practice
contrast ”
should, shouldn’t
ding to the students. and comfort with each other’s
they?”
The trio performed, habits and talents. The students
The trio has
and after took com- nodded and tapped along to the
Michael Musillami
been
together
ments and questions music, clapping enthusiastically
Composer
for fifteen years,
from the audience. when the trio finished. They
released
eight
As they played, the asked questions about the music,
CDs, and toured
musicians looked as about the improvised solos, and
in America, Euthough they didn’t about specific parts of the piece.
rope, and Canada. “Musicians use instruments; they seemed to The trio was welcoming and grain this area of jazz music always feel the music rather than play cious, answering questions and
know each other, so it seemed it, leaning and swaying with the chatting easily. The masterclass
proper that in 2002 we’d be em- beat and expressing the musi- was a sharing of talent in an
pathetic to the same cause—orig- cal intensity. The music itself all-inclusive, all-encompassing
inal music that fits our style,” said seemed to be experimental jazz, manner.
A&E Editor

Searching for some new tunes?
This review’s got you covered.
By Olivia Ainsworth
Contributing Writer

For those lamenting the current condition of our country,
finding strength after a difficult break up, or just yearning
for some quality new music,
new releases from Banks, Noname, and Solange Knowles will
more than satisfy you.
Released on July 31, rapper
Noname’s first mixtape Telefone has been making waves
beyond her native Chicago.
Made famous by her appearance on Chance the Rapper’s
Acid Rap, Noname steps out of
Chance’s shadow with a lightly
delivered yet scathing critique
of the treatment of African
Americans in the US.
In “Casket Pretty,” Noname
gently delivers the following
lines over synthetic beats and
the coos of children: “When
n****s is dying and dying/And
I’m afraid of the dark/Blue and
the white/Badges and pistols
rejoice in the night/And we
watch the news/And we see
him die tonight.”
Featured artists on the album, including Saba and Raury,

reinforce Noname’s thoughts
with their own personal experiences. Overall, Noname delivers an easy listen but a hard
lesson with Telefone. Favorite
songs on the mixtape include
“Sunny Duet”, “Casket Pretty”,
and “Shadow Man”.
Beyonceé’s sister, Solange
Knowles’s latest release, A Seat
At The Table, deals with similar subject matter but with her
own unique perspective and
sweet sound. An avid and outspoken critic of current race
relations in America, Knowles
exclaims in “Mad”, “I ran into
this girl I said I’m tired of explaining/Why you can’t just
face?/Man this shit is draining/But I’m not really allowed
to be mad.”
With interludes ranging
from a soundclip of her father
describing his experience with
desegregation, a Master P clip
describing his limitlessness,
and a commentary on gentrification and racism, Solange
combines many voices to deliver a hard-hitting and expertly
crafted musical expression of
frustration, anger, sadness,
and pride through it all. Gar-

nering both critical and commercial success since its September 30th release, Knowles
has cemented herself as more
than just Beyonce’s sister with
songs like “Cranes In The Sky”,
“Mad”, and “F.U.B.U”.
Banks, a California native,
delivers a similarly personal
critique with her sophomore
album, but hones her focus
on abusive relationships and
breakups instead. Also released
on September 30, The Altar alternates between heartbreak
and righteous self-confidence
on top of Banks’ characteristic heavy beats and dark synth
sounds. Banks’ rapid-fire oscillation between emotions
gives the listener the sense that
this album is a diary of Banks’
experience in an abusive relationship and subsequent rediscovery of herself. In “Weaker
Girl”, Banks scornfully sings,
“Tell them you were mad about
the way I grew strong/Oh, nah,
nah/I think you need a weaker
girl, yeah/’Cause I’ma need a
bad motherfucker like me”. Favorites on the album include
“F*ck With Myself ”, “Lovesick”, and “Weaker Girl”.
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Alexis Atkinson ’15 provides Echo readers with a
telescopic look at the “Constellations” of her life
Jacqueline Betz

Assistant A&E Editor
Last weekend, Colby’s Strider Theater hosted the original
play “Constellations” as a part
of Homecoming festivities.
Written, directed, and performed by Alexis Atkinson ’15
as part of a Theater and Dance
Department program during her senior year, “Constellations” tells the story of her
life through the sequences in
a dream garden. After taking
it to a residency in a New York
theater this summer, Atkinson
was invited back to showcase
what she had developed.
For the duration of this short
play, Atkinson stands alone onstage and addresses the audience in a narrative that encompasses different ages, places,
and perspectives as she works
to define herself. The play is
enhanced by the intricate use
of lighting, projections, and
music that capture your attention with stunning visuals and compelling speeches.
“Constellations” handles many
issues of race, gender, and socioeconomic identity, and raises some interesting questions
about how theater can be used
to deal with them.
The Echo sat down with Atkinson to find out more about
her perspective on her piece.
Echo: What prompted you
to tell your story with multimedia the way that you did?

AA: When I was writing it,
it was a very visual process…I
had seen a scene from what is in
it now, and I didn’t know how
to capture that setting without
giving a certain visual aspect.
So in that writing process, you
see a lot of lighting and music
interwoven into the writing
aspect. I wouldn’t say that the
whole show is dependent on
the visuals, but the visuals have
a completely different—but not
diverging—storyline.
It helps tell a lot of the story
and establish certain settings
and moods, and really, I like to
think of it as the walls of my
mind being projected onto the
walls of the theater. The music,
besides being interwoven with
the African American musical
diaspora, really sets the tone,

“I l i k e t o t h i n k
of it a s t h e w a l l s
of my m i n d
b e i n g proj e c t e d
ont o t h e w a l l s of
t h e t h e at e r.”
Alexis Atkinson
Class of 2015
and the amazing lighting gives
you a peek into my brain and
what it’s like to live this life.
And I think that, aside from

story that I’ve written and is
being told, the general spectacle of theater comes to play
and helps to tell a really personal story.
Echo: How did you choose
the title?
AA: There’s two reasons. The
first reason is that I have a lot
of bumps on my skin, and I’ve
always thought that the person
who ends up loving me for the
rest of my life, or just people
who love me in general, accept me with all of those flaws,
which is also how I feel about
“Constellations” in general.
But, on a note more topical
to the play, these are different moments in my life, and
the show is told in and out in
of those places in time. I was
a different person at one point
in my life than I am now, or
when this show first came out,
but just because I was a different person and was in different spaces and places doesn’t
mean that they’re not all a
part of me. So it was just me
connecting my own dots and
telling my story.
Also, from what I know of my
community, black people love
stars; the Big Dipper was what
lead the slaves home, if you’re
particularly Christian-oriented, the three Wise Men followed
the stars. Stars are associated
with the narrative of having to find direction and find
yourself. So “Constellations,”
which is a narrative of Amer-

ica, a narrative of being black, make it either bigger or smaller
a narrative of being female, a depending on the space. The
narrative of being a black fe- projections have adapted from
male—which is wholly differ- having to switch in and out of
ent from the
media personnel.
first two—is
The lighting has
about weavbecome very inNot
only
does
this
“
ing my life
tricate and develstory need to be
together.
oped in all these
told, there’s still
Just because
ways, so I’ve re[these
moally appreciated
something that
ments
are]
that the residency
needs to be done
out of place
has allowed me
in this voice .”
or out of time
to keep moving
doesn’t mean
the show forthey’re
any
as I take it
Alexis Atkinson ward
less me.
places. This show
E c h o :
Class of 2015 was basically a
What
has
‘found’ show, in
changed or
that I had to find
stayed the same about the different pieces and bring it tostory as you have worked on gether. Discovery has become
it in three different spaces a really important aspect of
and times?
the show, rediscovering and
AA: Much hasn’t changed tweaking things.
in terms of content…[but] I
Echo:
“Constellations”
feel like a lot has changed in deals a lot with the narrator’s
me personally as I’m telling it. identity as defined by the
[When I was asked to come to world around her. Has the
Colby,] I was thinking, how do story changed at all when perI bring this back? Because it formed in different contexts?
happened in such a small space
AA: It’s a lot about race. The
downstairs originally. Then, I fact that it’s 2016 and the world
did it at Dixon Place in New hasn’t changed that much since
York City, which is a much big- when we made it—that everyger space. So since then, I’ve thing is so applicable and this
just been learning how to ex- narrative is still really needpand and shrink it, since the ed in the global structure of
play’s really intimate.
things—is really telling. Not
Aside from the content being only does this story need to
things about my life and what’s be told, there’s still someimportant to me, learning how thing that needs to be done
to keep that connection and in this voice.

JOKAS’
SPECIALS
Shipyard Summer 6pack
$2.99
Labatt Blue 16oz cans
$13.99
The “Constellations” set, depicting Atkinson’s “garden of dreams” before the show opened
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Meet the Club: Colby Music Initiative
By Cleo Aukland
A&E Editor

Curious about new musical goingson on campus? Want to get involved
with student-run bands and collaborative musical events? The Echo spoke
with Sam Arthur ’17, the current president of the club. Arthur mentioned
Foss Music Night, which will take
place on Thursday, October 27, and
other initiatives the club is currently
involved in.
Echo: What is Colby Music Incubator (CMI)? What’s special about
it? When did it start?
SA: CMI is a new club that has a
couple functions, including providing recording equipment and practice
spaces for students. The club offers all
musicians opportunities to perform at
campus wide events, like the upcoming Foss Music Night. We also help
students find musical groups to play
in and connect musicians. We serve
the Colby community by maintaining an open and active music culture
on campus. I started the club Spring
of 2015.

The Echo: What will happen at the
upcoming Foss Music Night?
SA: We are planning to showcase
four [student] bands at the Foss Mu-

“We serve the
Colby community
by maintaining an
open and active
music culture on
campus”
Sam Arthur
CMI Founder
sic Night, which will happen from 5 to
7 p.m. on Thursday, October 27th.
Echo: Why should people come
to Foss Music Night? Who is
participating?
SA: People should come to the Foss
Music Night because there is some real
musical talent among our students
and some of these talented musicians

would love to have an audience! The
Moist Bandanas, Tonic Engine, the
Ravine, and more will be performing.
Echo: What has CMI done
in the past?
SA: CMI has hosted a couple
events, including a listening party on
a Friday night for a student, Jose Barrioneuvo ’16, who made an album
himself. We hope to continue to have
more opportunities for student musicians to perform.
Echo: Who’s involved? Can
people join?
SA: Tom Crisp ’19 has done a fantastic job as vice president in the organization of the club, and we have
recently elected five other students,
Samuel Pratico ’19, Andrew Fumarola ’19, William Hirsch ’19, John
Hagler ’19 and Henry Oliva ’19, with
other positions. With this young
leadership, we will have ample opportunity to build this club into something that can fully support Colby’s
student musicians.
We are open to having any student
be involved in our club, and playing an
instrument is not a requirement!

Blue Point Summer 6pack
$2.99
We now have the largest selection of
domestic and imported beers in

Central Maine
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS!
Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m.,
Thurs. until 10 p.m.,
Fri. & Sat. until Midnight

207-873-6228
Jokas Discount Beverages
52 Front Street
Waterville, ME
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Mules devesated by Field Hockey 2-0 in dominant weekend
Cardinals in 37-6 loss
By Henry Holtzer
Staff Writer

This past Saturday was a
tough afternoon for Colby College Football, as they fell to the
Wesleyan University Cardinals
on homecoming weekend. The
final score: 37-6. Wesleyan came
to Colby with momentum after
earning a big win two weekends
ago over Hamilton College. The
Cardinals held the Continentals to single-digit points while
scoring over 30 points. They
opened the floodgates against
Colby with a 25-yard touchdown run by Wesleyan tailback
Devon Carrillo. That touchdown capped a four
play, 51-yard drive
that lasted just under
three minutes.
The
Mules
responded with a long,
71-yard drive that
lasted nearly seven
minutes. The team
battled deep into
Wesleyan territory,
but after being faced
with a fourth down
at the Wesleyan twoyard
line,
Colby
coach Jonathan Michaeles made the decision to send out the
kicking unit. John
Baron ’18 hit a similar kick a few weeks
ago to beat Williams
as time expired. That
was not the case in this situation,
however, as the field goal attempt
was blocked by Wesleyan.
In the second quarter, Baron
boomed a 40-yard punt to leave
Wesleyan starting from the
one-yard line. Yet even though
the Cardinals were buried deep
in their own territory, they
marched the length of the field
in 11 plays to cap the drive with
a one-yard touchdown run.
Despite Wesleyan’s jump out
to a 14-0 lead, it looked like
the Colby offense had something going. Colby marched 71
yards in a little under six min-

utes. However, the drive stalled
on the Wesleyan 20-yard line
when the offense was unable to
convert a fourth-and-one. The
Cardinals seized the opportunity by jumping into their hurry
up offense, quickly driving 69
yards to kick a field goal as the
half ended to take a 17-0 lead
into the locker room.
To start the second half, Wesleyan picked up right where they
left off in the first. Receiving the
kick, they reeled off six straight
running plays before running
back Carrillo decided to air it
out on a trick play. He connected with his target for a 48-yard
score to extend the Cardinals
lead to 23-0. After that, the Colby
offense stalled on
their next drive
and they gave the
ball immediately
back to their competitors. Wesleyan
quarterback Mark
Piccirillo put the
game out of reach
by running for a
48-yard
touchdown, making the
score 30-0 in Wesleyan’s favor.
With nine minutes left, Colby
finally got themselves on the board
as
quarterback
Christian Sparacio
’18 connected with
wide receiver Sebastian Ferrell
’19 for a 12-yard touchdown.
Wesleyan sent in their second team offense, but even they
found success against the struggling Mules.Wesleyan backup
quarterback Gernald Hawkins
managed to find a wide receiver
and fired a pass for a 60-yard
touchdown score to make it a final score of 37-6.
The Mules, having suffered a
heavy loss at home on parents
weekend, are looking to regroup
next week as they travel to perennial NESCAC powerhouse
Amherst College.

Colby finally
got themselves on
the board as
Quarterback
Sparacio ’18
connected
with WR
Ferrell ’19
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Courtesy of Colby Athletics
Colby Field Hockey proved a dominant force this past weekend, srtting up two wins in preparation for their match away against 6th ranked
Amherst at 11:00 AM on Saturday, October 15.

By Andrw D’Anieri
Staff Writer

Colby Field Hockey enjoyed a
banner weekend, crushing NESCAC foe Wesleyan University
4-0 on Saturday before a dominating 7-2 performance over
Endicott College on Sunday.
The victories bring the Mules’
winning streak to three and 5-6
overall (2-5 NESCAC).
The team entered Saturday’s
game in need of a win to keep
a playoff berth within reach.
The winless Cardinals arrived
on Mayflower Hill with similar
intentions, in what had all the
makings of a tight, physical battle. The game was close early on
as both teams exchanged shots.
The tide gradually began to turn
in the Mules’ favor as they forced
the Wesleyan goalie into two
saves midway through the half.
The hosts turned the pressure up
when forward Anna Rudinski ’19
steered in a quick shot from the
right side on a cross from Kat Restrepo ’18. Despite their lead, the
Mules trailed the visitors in shots

7-6 and penalty corners 5-3.
Colby’s defense stepped up
their play in the second half; the
Cardinals did not register another shot for the rest of the contest.
Defensive strength set the Mules
up to attack more freely and they
did just that, scoring three goals
in a six-minute span to put the
game beyond doubt.
Merril Read ’19 kicked the
offense into gear with her fifth
goal of the season on a backhanded shot at 50:13. McKayla
Blanch ’17 made it 3-0 just thirty seconds later with a hard shot
to the right corner of the net
after some excellent dribbling
from Hannah Hearn ’17. The
Mules finished off their scoring
surge when Meredith Keenan
’18 received a pass from Kallie Hutchinson ’19, turned, and
fired in a blistering shot.
The team faced a quick turnaround on Sunday for the second
game of their doubleheader. But the
Mules showed no signs of fatigue,
with Hearn opening the scoring
just 58 seconds into the first half.
With a delfection off a penalty cor-

ner, Keenan doubled the lead after
24 minutes. Danielle Smith ’18
and Blanch added a goal each for
a 4-0 halftime cushion. The Mules
up the pressure in the second half,
adding 16 shots overall. Read and
Hutchinson continued their impressive weekends, notching a goal
apiece. The visiting Gulls eventually found their way through the
hosts’ defense for two consolation
goals midway through the half.
Rudinski capped off the scoring in
the 63rd minute to push the Mules’
total to seven. Colby goalie Riley
Whitmeyer ’19 was outstanding in
net, making eight saves.
The team will look to build on
their successful weekend as they
enter the home stretch of their season. The Mules sit in ninth place in
the NESCAC, one spot out of the
playoffs, with three games to go.
Fortunately, their next three games
come against the three teams directly above them in the standings,
Amherst College, Hamilton College, and Bates College. The next
two and a half weeks will determine the team’s postseason future;
it’s certain to be an exciting ride.

Men’s Cross Country takes 16th,
Women 18th, in Westfield Meet
By Henry Dodge
Staff Writer

As the leaves turned their fall colors and the weather began to cool
the Colby men’s and women’s cross
country teams traveled down to
Westfield State University in Western Massachusetts to compete in the
annual Westfield State meet. Team
captain Katie Metayer ’17 said the
team travelled to the meet primarily
“to preview the course, because that’s
where the Division III regional cross
country meet will be in November.”
On the men’s side, the Mules
were looking to do some damage
in a large meet that featured 432
runners. Tommy Griffith ’18 ran
well and was able to produce a
52nd place finish for Colby with
a time of 27:02.06. Eli Tukel ’19
wasn’t far behind, finishing 92nd
with a time of 27:44.36. Rob
Campbell ’18 finished in 101st
place close behind Tukel with a
time of 27:49.61. The Mules were
putting in a solid performance
as all nine runners finished inside the top 200. Abe Pineda ’20
finished 124th with a time of
28:06.75. Not far behind was Robert Dettmann ’20 who finished
143rd and clocked in at 28.23.15.

Rounding out the Mules partici- a time of 26:41.23, and Maggie
pants were: Jake Lester ’18, Sam Hojlo ’17 who finished 292nd
Crimmins ’17 Liam McDonough with a time of 27:09.12.
’20, and Alan Ottenstein ’17 who
Metayer did not race on Satfinished 163rd, 175th, 182nd, and urday due to injury, but she
199th respectively.
spoke about the
The women’s 5k
team’s
overall
featured seven Colperformance afby athletes in the
ter the meet and
field of 459 runlooked ahead to
ners. Amy LoTemfuture races on
plio ’19 finished
the schedule, and
106th with a time
reflected on her
of 24:54.98, leadteam’s
showing
ing the pack for
over the weekthe Mules. Colby
end, saying, “We
Katie Metayer
ended up placing
had a great showClass of 2017
18th out the 41
ing on Saturday.”
teams who particiGoing on to talk
pated in Saturday’s
about her team’s
meet. A big pack
prepation
for
of Mules finished in the top half DIII
regionals,
she
said,
of the field with Mahal Alvarez- “Some of the team did a workBackus ’19, Sonia Tremblay ’20, out on the course to become
and Rebecca Berube ’20 trail- more familiar with the ins and
ing LoTemplio placing 111th, outs, while the rest of the team
113th, and 116th respectively. executed a race model and comAlvarez-Backus, Tremblay, and peted in the invitational.”
Berube produced good times as
Both teams will travel to St. Joall of them clocked in at the 25 seph’s College this coming Saturminute mark or below. Bringing day for the Maine State Champiup the rear of the Mules’ strong onships before competing at home
back were Sarah Fernandez ’19 on October 29 when Colby hosts
who finished in 260th place with the NESCAC Championships.

“We had a
great showing
on Saturday.”

The Echo reminds you to support Colby Athletics. Women’s Soccer takes on Bowdoin at home on October 19 at 3:00 PM.
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Women’s Soccer sweeps week with
home wins over Wesleyan and UNE

October 13, 2016

The Cheap Seats

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
Women’s Soccer’s success this past weekend may signal a reversal of fortunes, with the Mules earning their first NESCAC win. In addition, Van
leesten ’17 has proven a dominant force, earning herself NESCAC player-of-the-week for her powerful offensive displays.

By Louis DeVesto

Contributing Writer
Colby Women’s Soccer played
two home games this past week,
defeating non-league opponent
University of New England (UNE)
2-1 and NESCAC rival Wesleyan
1-0. The wins bring Colby’s overall record to 5-5 (1-5 in NESCAC
play) with five games remaining
in the season.
Against UNE, the Mules found
themselves in a 1-0 hole midway
through the first half when UNE’s
Edie Pallozzi scored in the aftermath of a corner kick. The Mules
had few opportunities to score in
the first half; UNE had ten shots
to Colby’s five, and UNE also had
three corner kicks, while Colby
had none. At half time, the score
remained 1-0. UNE had not allowed a goal when playing in
the second half or overtime all
season— a trend the Mules would
have to overcome in order to win
the game.
The equalizer came with just under nine minutes left in the second

half, when Nicola Katz ’20 capitalized on a shot from Emily Martin
’18 that ricocheted off the crossbar.
The goal was the result of improved
play throughout the second half
for the Mules, who managed seven
shots to UNE’s nine and two corner
kicks to UNE’s four.
Neither team could close the game
out before the end of regulation and
went to overtime. With just 18 seconds left in the period, Hannah Brozdowski ’19 found Aliza Van Leesten
’17 for the game-winning goal. UNE
(7-3) had only given up four goals in
their first nine games, but they gave
up two in their last game to the Mules.
Colby carried the momentum
from that win into Saturday’s game
against Wesleyan (2-5-3, 0-3-3
NESCAC), picking up its first NESCAC win of the season. Despite
Wesleyan taking 29 shots throughout the game to Colby’s nine, the
Mules’ defense held strong as goalkeeper Samantha Rizzo ’19 earned
a shutout with 15 saves.
Early on, Colby controlled
the ball while creating several scoring chances, and the

Mules finally broke through at
the 22-minute mark when Van
Leesten scored what would become her second game-winning
goal of the season. The goal
came after a corner kick found
Van Leesten on the left side of
the net—Van Leesten finessed a
shot over Wesleyan’s goalkeeper
into the right corner of the goal.
That would be all the Mules
would need to secure the win,
though Wesleyan would put up
a fight in the second half, taking
19 shots to Colby’s five in the
period. Thanks to Colby’s resiliant defense and keeper Rizzo,
none of the shots found the back
of the net, and the players celebrated in relief when the final
horn sounded.
Colby played its final non-league
game on Tuesday, October 11 at
University of Maine Farmington,
and secured a 4-0 victory to extend
their streak to three wins. They then
have a slate of four NESCAC games
to close out the season, starting with
an away game at Amherst College
on Saturday, October 15.

M. Soccer loses weekend matches
against Wesleyan and Bowdoin
By Katie Kelly

Contributing Writer
Colby Men’s Soccer took on
Wesleyan University and Bowdoin
College this weekend in a duo of
important NESCAC tests this past
weekend. Coming off of a dramatic overtime win against Maine
Maritime Academy on Tuesday,
the Mules rode into the weekend in
search of a second league victory.
On a beautiful fall day, Colby
took the field against Wesleyan.
The Cardinals struck first, scoring
in the eighth minute. Colby rallied however, and Jansen Aoyama
’19 tied the game in the 24th minute. The game would remain 1-1
through half-time.
Colby came out firing in the second half, with an excellent cross into
the box that was just hit over the
crossbar by Lucas Pereira ’19. The
Mules pressured well, but despite
controlling play and possession,
they were unable to break through
the Wesleyan back line. David Howarth ’19 was responsible for excel-

lent play through the middle, using
Sunday’s game provided a second
his speed and agility to set up the opportunity for the Mules, facing
wings and to defend when needed. Maine rival Bowdoin College. Rainy
Kyle Douglas ’19 had a solid shot conditions certainly affected the flow
on goal in the 60th minute, but a of the game, as the ball skipped across
save from the Wesleyan goalkeeper the grass. Though Bowdoin domiE kept the ball out
nated possession for the
of the net. The
majority of the first half,
Cardinals were fiColby did not shy away
nally able to break
from creating chances.
Against both
down an otherwise
Both Jacob Tower ’19 and
strong Colby deDouglas had close scoring
teams, Colby
fense in the 75th
opportunities in the first
minute, when Wes15 minutes, but were uncreated and
leyan junior Adam
able to finish their shots.
defended well,
C owie-Haskell
After several heart-stopnailed a low drive
ping saves off the Colby
succumbing
into the bottom
goal line, the Mules were
left corner. He
finally able to settle into
only to ocstruck again only
a defensive rhythm, with
casional missa minute later, this
Chandler Smith ’18 leadtime scoring with
ing the way.
commuications
a powerful header
In the beginning of the
off of a corner
second half, Bowdoin
kick. Colby pressured hard but with struck, with a well-placed shot
only ten minutes to go, they were from the top of the box. The goal
unable to convert any remaining injected energy into the Polar
chances. The game ended in a 3-1 Bear’s play, and they scored again
Wesleyan win.
nine minutes later, after an un-

Courtesy of Cam Clouse
Cam Clouse of Holliston, MA, has cemented his place in the Mules starting lineup,
starting 11 games in his first year. He continues to be a regular starter for Colby.

By Will Levesque
Sports Editor

This week we sat down in the Cheap Seats with Colby Men’s
Soccer’s own Cam Clouse ’19 to talk about the team, ducks, and
well-dressed men.
Echo: You’re stuck on a desert island. What three items do you
bring?
CC: A bucket. Saran wrap. And a magnifying glass. To purify that
water.
Echo: Let’s play word association.
Blue? Sky.
Fast? Jeff Rosenburg.
Bowdoin? Tools.
Echo: Cat guy, or dog guy?
CC: Dog. Cats are the worst. They’re the devil. I hate cats.
Echo: You’re a new addition in a box of crayons. What color
and why?
CC: Chartreuse. Because nobody knows what it is but everyone
finds it quite interesting. Spelling on that I can’t help you out.
Echo: You have to fight either 100 duck sized horses or one horse
sized duck. What do you chose?
CC: I’ll fight the horse sized duck. Reasoning behind that is... I
feel like a duck that large wouldn’t be able to waddle correctly.
Echo: Best dressed teammate?
CC: Chandler [Smith ’18].
Echo: If we say Chandler’s dressing is rated at a ten, where do
you fall?
CC: I’m like a nine. I’m right behind him.
Echo: What’s your funniest moment in Colby soccer?
CC: I would say it was our first meeting in the locker room. I was
the scribe on the board... and I misspelt the second word I wrote.
It was receive. I thought “I” before “E.” I didn’t hear the end of it. It
was a sad day. I felt like I let all my teachers down.

lucky deflection landed the ball
at the feet of a Bowdoin forward.
Colby responderd aggressively
after the second goal, and two
Mules received yellow cards for
careless tackles. Colby worked in
several subs after the goals, and
created two excellent scoring
chances that were both saved by
the Bowdoin goalkeeper.
On the other end of the field,
Mules keeper Avery Gibson ’20,
held strong in net for the remainder of the game. He made several key saves, including a diving
block from a Bowdoin free kick in
minute 70. Ultimately, the Mules

fell in a 2-0 loss.
The final outcome of these
games certainly does not reflect
the quality of play produced by
the Mules this weekend. Against
both teams, Colby created and
defended well, succumbing only
to occasional moments of miscommunications and bad luck.
Colby takes on University of New
England this week and will look
to move forward from a disappointing weekend. With only
four games remaining in the 2016
season, the Mules will need to remain focused and disciplined to
find success.

